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ON THE CONVERGENCE OF A FOURIER SERIES AND OF ITS
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[Reoeived May 22nd, 1911.—Read June 8th, 1911.]

1. In a recent paper* published in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society, I had occasion to make use of the Fourier series of the Junction
\fix-\-u)—fix—u)\ cosecu. In the present paper, denoting by Fix) the

indefinite integral I f{x)dx, I consider the Fourier series and allied
, Jn '

series of
I = {F{x-f2u)—Fix—2u) \ cosec u,

and J = j Fix+2v)+Fix—2?/)—2Fix) \ cosec u,
and their relations to the Fourier series and allied series of fix). I am
thus enabled to deduce tests for the ordinary and Cesaro convergence of
these latter series, which include as particular cases all hitherto known
tests. Among such included tests may be specially mentioned the very
important one for the convergence, in the ordinary sense, of a Fourier
series, given by de la Vall6e Poussin, in a recent paper,! a test which
itself includes all the usual ones as particular cases.

I begin by obtaining two fundamental properties required in the sequel
which themselves relate to the convergence of a Fourier series. These are

(1) If xfix) be in some interval containing the origin, the integral
of ft function, say gix), which is either continuous, or such that
Cx

I | g{x)—g{0) | dx has at the origin a differential coefficient -which is
Jo
zero, then the series of the Fourier constants of fix), supposing this
to be an even function, converges, and has / ( + 0 ) for its sum; while,
if it be an odd function, the series converges to

1 firLt —\ fiu) cot $u.du,

provided only this limit exists.

(2) If f{x) in every interval not containing the origin, be an
integral, and have bounded variation everywhere, then the coefficients
of the derived series of the Fourier series converge to zero if f(x) be

* " On the Fourier Constants of a Function," § 10, presented December 10th, 1910.
t " Un nouveau cas de convergence des series de Fourier," Bend, di Pal., Vol. xxxi, 1911,
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an even function; while, if it be an odd function, the odd terms and
the even terms have equal limits with opposite signs which coincide
if / (x ) and/(—TT) are both zero.

I then pass to the consideration.oil, and shew that, if sn and tn denote
the ordinary n-th partial sununatioii.and that of Cesaro (index unity) of the
Fourier series otf{x), and S» and Tn the corresponding summations of

00

the series 21 Ar, where Alt A%, ... denote the odd coefficients of the
r=l

Fourier series of I, then.

4s» = Sn—nAn, (I)

Un = Tn-Sn, (II)

whence-if we please also 4#+ 1 ) = l%+1)—7%\ (II(r))
the notation referring to a suitably defined Cesaro summation of index r.

It will be remarked that the success of the method depends essentially
on the fact that for the consideration off(x) is substituted that of a func-
tion whose behaviour at the point u = 0 alone is, so to speak, abnormal.
Elsewhere than at this point, in fact, the functions I and J are integrals.
This is a great advantage. The statement, sometimes made, that the
character of the convergence of a Fourier series depends only on the
nature of the function in the neighbourhood of the point considered is
indeed only true, as the property (2) given above suggests, when properly
interpreted and under suitable conditions.

From the equations (I), (II), and (II(r)) the whole theory follows. For
example, the sufficient and, provided only the Fourier series of I is, at
u = 0, capable of Cesaro summation of some index, necessary condition that
the Fourier series of f(x) should converge, is that the coefficients of the
derived series of the Fourier series of I should converge to a unique
limit, while the necessary and sufficient condition that the Fourier series
of f{x) should converge when summed in the Cesaro way (index 1) is that
the Fourier series of / should at the point u = 0 converge in the ordinary
way.

Similar statements are true for the allied series of f(x), i£ we consider
the allied series of J instead of the Fourier series of I. Moreover, these
statements may be generalised.

If, on the other hand, we choose to add to the elegance of our results
at a slight loss of scope, we may substitute for the convergence of the
Fourier series of I, for example, any one of the known conditions, e.g., that
of de la Vallee Poussin above referred to. Or we may with less loss of
generality use the fundamental properties (1) and (2) stated above. We
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then obtain, among other interesting results,* the theorem that it is a
sufficient condition for the convergence of the Fourier series of f(x) when
summed in the Cesaro manner (index 2) that, for a certain value of k, the
function of u i:F(x+t)-F(x-t)

t
dt,

has at the origin a differential coefficient which is zero. Moreover, the
Cesaro sum of the Fourier series of f(x) is the ordinary sum at the point
u = 0 of the Fourier series of

1 {
^ Jo t dt'

On the other hand, the use of the equation (II(r)) alone, gives us, when
coupled with a theorem of Marcel Riesz, the result that the Fourier series
of f{x) converges, when summed in any Cesaro manner of index greater
than unity, integral or fractional, at any point at which the differential
coefficient of its integral exists and is finite, and that its sum is equal to
this differential coefficient. Moreover this result may, if we please, be
still further generalised. It thus appears, too, that the behaviour of the
function of n represented by the jp-fold integral

r r... r IA
JnJo JII

at the point u = 0, determines the character of the Fourier series when
summed in the corresponding Cesaro manner.

2. We begin with the second of the properties stated in the introduc-
tion and consider first the case of an even function.

THEOREM.—If an even continuous function of bounded variation he an
integral in every interval not containing the origin, the coefficients of the
derived series of its Fourier series converge to zero.

Let g(u) be the function got from the given function by subtracting
its value at the origin, then, %aa, alf a2, ..., an, ... being the Fourier con-
stants of the given function,

irna in Cw

g (u) cos mi. ndu = 1 \g(u)+g{—u) \ cos nu. ndu
-n Jo

= I \g{u>)+g(—u)\ cos nu.ndu+\ \g(u)-\-g(—u)\ cosnu.ndzi, (1)
Jo Je

where « is any fixed quantity between 0 and ir.
Now g{n)-\-{/{—n) is a function which is continuous and of bounded

• See, in particular, Lebesgue's theorem in J 9 and its analogue in § 13.
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variation and is zero at the origin. It can therefore be written in the
form P(x)—N{x), where P{x) and —N(x) are respectively the positive
and negative variations measured from the origin, so that P{x) and N(x)
are monotone increasing continuous functions and vanish at the origin.
Hence we may write the numerical value of the first integral on the right
in (1) in the form

I fe I P
1 {P(u)—N(u)\coanu.ndu < \P(e)-\-N(e)} cosnu.ndu

I Jo I Je'

using the Second Theorem of the Mean. By suitably choosing E, and
restraining e to be less than E, this integral can therefore be made
numerically as small as we please.

Again, since g(u) is an integral in the interval (e, vr) we may integrate
the second integral on the right of (1) by parts, and get

M0f(w)+9f(—v)\ sin nu — \ \g'{u)—g'(—u)\ a'mnu.du.

Now, since g(u)-\-g{—ii) is an integral, g'(u)—g'(—u) is a summable
function, the value zero, or any other convenient value or values, being
assigned to g'{u)—g'(—u), wherever g(u)+g(—v) does not possess a
differential coefficient, these points forming in fact a set of content zero.
Hence, by the theorem of Eiemann-Lebesgue, the integral last written
down has the unique limit zero when n is indefinitely increased. It
follows that the second integral on the right of (1) has a limit, or limits,
numerically not greater than

\g(e)+g(—e)\,

which, by a suitable choice of E and restraining e to be less than E, is as
small as we please.

Hence, also by (1), irnan has limits when n increases indefinitely, which
are all numerically as small as we please, and therefore all coincide and
have the value zero. This proves the theorem.

We next consider the case of an odd function.

THEOREM.—If an odd continuous function of bounded variation be an
integral in every interval not containing the origin, then, if br denote its
typical Fourier constant, (2ra+l) &2m+i and 2mb.lm both have unique
limits when m increases indefinitely, and these limits are in general
equal with opposite sign : they are both zero if the function has equal
and. therefore zero values at ir and —ir.

SER. 2. VOL. 10. NO, 1114. S
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Let h(n) be the odd function. Then

Trnbn = I h(n) Bin nu.ndu = 1 {/t(w)— (̂—w)f sin nu.ndv.
J-v JO

Now

I I // (?*)—h (—w.)} sin >m. ?/ dw

= — • h(u)—h( — u) \ cos /?u + I [^' (u)4- A' (—'*)] cos nn.(lit

= — {A (TT) — //•( — IT) } COS 717T -f 1 /<- (e) — //•(—e) J- COS w-e

«•'(—«)] cos nu.du.

The last integral has the unique limit zero by the theorem of Riemann-
Lebesgue, and the second term on the right can, by suitably restricting e
be made as small as we please. Again, as in the preceding proof,

r«
•I h(u) —h (-H) • sin nit.. ndn < 2[P(e) + N(e)],

Jo

where P(n) and N{u) are the positive and negative variations of
{h(?/.) — //(—?/)• measured from the origin; hence this integral is also
as small as we please, when e is suitably restricted.

Hence the limits of irnbn differ by as little as we please from those of
— \7I(TT) — //(— IT)'; COS HIT. But the latter expression lias only two limits
which are equal and opposite, if they are not both zero. Thus

Lt irnbn = — h(ir)-\-h{—IT), if n be even,

= h(ir) — h{ — ir), if n be odd.

This proves the lemma.

3. We now come to the first of the properties referred to in the intro-
duction.

THEOREM.—Iff(u) be an even function of u, having the property that
uf(v) has throughout some interval containing the origin, a continuous
differential coefficient, or, more generally, is expressible in the form

f"af(u) = g(u)du,
Jo

| g(u)—7(0) | du

(i
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possesses at the point ti — O a differential coefficient which is zero, then
the series of the Fourier constants of f(x) converges to the value /(-f-O),
.so that we have w

/(+O) K + S an.

Since I \g(u)—g(O)\du possesses a differential coefficient at the origin
Jo

which has the value zero, it follows that, if we write

U

then 6(u) is a continuous function of u which vanishes at the origin. The
same is accordingly true of

/i(«) = — (" {<7(«)-.<7(O)- du = f(n)-g(0).
u Jo

Hence f(u) has a unique limit as u approaches zero from the right, that is

/ ( + 0 ) = .7(0):

for brevity we shall denote this limit by /(0), and g(n)—g{0) by gx{u),
/(«)—/(0) being accordingly

1 f"/,(•«) = — gx{n)chi.
?' Jo

J J . - 1

Denote by sn the partial summation i« 0 + 2 ar, then
1

7T Jo Ri l l "

[/•• = i(2»-D]A [ I/(«)-/(0)[ B|H
7r J( i sin -5?/,

Now by the theorem of Riemann-Lebesgue, the last integral has, when k
increases indefinitely, the unique limit zero, since the factor multiplying
sin kn in the integrand is summable. For the same reason the preceding
integral vanishes with 1/k, if we change the inferior limit of integration
from zero to any fixed positive quantity /JL. Thus

Lit [sn—/(0)] = Lit — \fi(n)sm Udu. (1)
ii.—>x * >••». 7T J o "

s '2
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Let e he any selected small positive quantity, and let /x be fixed so that
for all values of u ^ /x,

6(u) < e;

and therefore | fx (u) | < e.

Then, k being taken greater than TT/IX,

J. , . s i n ku , ^ f17^ i r / \ i sin ku

(2)

(3)

fWA i t i \ i sin ku j ^ ("lk sin ku A . n , n

/ i («*) »w < e\ "it < ire, (4)
Jo w Jo uand

11 , M B r a k , f 1
/i(«) du = \ — -r

Jwik u L k
cos k Jn/k

7 ^ l / i w • 7cos fa/ -7- 1U1— >• du,/i

du I n I

(5)

Here the quantity in square brackets vanishes with 1/k, since fx\
does so.

Also the integral on the right is numerically less than

du
u k )„,.

f r
k Jtrjt / r

Integrating the former integral by parts, the sum of the two integrals
becomes, by (2) and (3),

\ \u-2 [ I gi(u) I duY + 4
* L Jo Jir/Jt » ir/fc

Now 6{jx)lk/x and the term 4e/k/n vanish with 1/k, whence it follows
that the integral on the right of. (5), and therefore also that on the left,
has all its limits numerically less than 5e/7r. Hence, remembering that
0 < -n-jk < ix, we get by (1) and (4),

Lit ) s( l-/(0))

Since e is at our disposal, this shews that the limits on the left all coincide
and have the value zero, that is

Lt 5 n = / (0 ) ,

which proves the theorem,
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We now state and prove the corresponding theorem for an odd function.

THEOREM.—Iff(u) is an odd function of u liaving the property that
uf(u) has throughout some interval containing the origin a continuous
differential coefficient, or, more generally, is expressible in the form

fu
uf(u) =- \ g(u)du,

JO
r«

where g(u) is such that \ \g(u)\du,
Jo

possesses at the point u = 0 a differential coefficient which is zero, then
the series of the Fourier constants off(u) converges to the value

1 f*Lt — f(u) cot hu du,
t = 0 "T Je

provided only this limit exists.

Cu,

Since 1 |</(w)|dw. possesses at the point u = 0 a differential co-
Jo

efficient which is zero, it follows that, if we write

6(u)= — \W \g(u)\du,
U Jo

then 6(u) is a continuous function of u, which vanishes at the origin.
The same is accordingly true of

1 f"f(u) = — I g{u)du.
u Jo

We now choose fx so small that d{u) and f(u) are numerically less than e
for all values of u in the interval (0, n).

Denote by sn the partial summation 2 br, then

sn = — 1 f{2t) {cot t—cosec t cos Zkt\ dt yc = — - — j .

Hence also the limits of sn as n increases are identical with those of

— \ fC2t) {cot t—cosec t cos 2kt\ dt
IT J^

1 f(Zt) {cot t—cosec t cos 2kt\ dt.
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The former of these two integrals has the unique limit

— V" f(2t) cot tdt, (1)

by the theorem of Rieuiaun-Lebesgue. The second of these two integrals

— f\'lt) |cos t—cos 2kt\ cosec t.dt

2 (*
H I fi%t) |cot t—cosec t cos 2kt\ dt

In the former of these two integrals we may write \\t for cosec t without

affecting the limits sought, since dt vanishes
i t sin £

with 7r/r/. Hence, using (1), the limits of *„ are identical with those of

O fn-/'/ f(%f\ O•2 ("I'1 f(k2
~ Jo t

9, f
2sm)itHin(>L+l)t.dt+—\ f{M) not t.dt

IT JIT

-1 f*
1 / W cosec t cos Ikt dt.

Now the first of these integrals is

>2r f*/'/ •> sin

7T Jo t
dt < 4e,

provided only q ^ n, and therefore becomes infinite with n. And the third
of these integrals, precisely in the same way as in the treatment of

5e
the corresponding integral on page 260, is found to be ^ — .

7T

Hence, precisely as on page 260, we see that sa has a unique limit,
namely that of the second of these integrals, provided only that limit
exists.

4. Let f{x) be a summable function, rendered if necessary periodic, and
for convenience, supposed such that its Fourier series has no constant
term, 30 that we may write

f{x) ~ 2 (an cos nx + bn sin nx). (1)
71 = 1

Denoting 1 fix) dx by Fix), we have
Jo

s.

F{x) = C-{- 2 n~xian sin nx — b» cosnx), (2)
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so that F(x) is periodic with period 2-7T. The same is therefore true of
the even function . , „ . . o . r?. _ .,

() = \ F(x + 2u)—F(x — 2iO [ cosec u, (3)

here supposed to be summable.

Evidently g{ir-{-u) =—g(u), so that the Fourier series of gi;ii) will
contain only odd terms, and we may write

CO

g(u) ~ 2 A,,, cos (2n—1) u. (4)

By (2) and (3),

A n—A ,t+i = — 1 g (u) | cos (2n— 1) u—cos (2n+1) u \ du

T" J-JT

2 [n

= — I g{u) sin w sin Znudu
4

= —(#u cos7iaj + 6»sin-wa;). (5)

Hence remembering that though a0 is zero, we must regard it as
i i - I

present, and denoting by s,b the partial summation 2 (ar cos rx-\-br sin rx),
>• = !

and by Sn the partial summation 2 Ar, we have, summing the equa-
/' = 1

tions (5) after clearing of fractions,
>i-i

4sn = 2 r(i r-4r + i)
r=l

= Sn-nAn. (I)

Hence also denoting by tn and Tn the Cesaro partial summations

(«!+*+...+«J/(n+l) and

we have 4«n = r»—)41

= ar^-s.. (ID

Hence also 4C+1> = 2 T i r + I ) - r i r ) , (II»r>)
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where 2^ = S», when r = 0, and otherwise denotes the Cesaro sum of
index r.*

5. As will have been noticed, the consideration of g(u) presents itself
naturally. We may, however, replace it by the function

without interfering with the substantial truth of our equations. In fact,

0 {u)-ig{u) = J \F(x + 2u)-F{x-2n)\ { i- - 4

whence the second factor, like the first, being an integral—as is easily
seen by forming its differential coefficient and remarking that this is con-
tinuous—it is evident that the left-hand side of the equation is so too.
Moreover, 0(w) —%g(u) has as u->0 the limit zero. Hence (1) its Fourier
series converges and has zero for its sum at the point u = 0, (2) the co-
efficients of its derived series converge to zero.

Thus, though our equations (I) and (II) no longer hold as they stand,
they do hold when we regard them as abbreviations for corresponding
statements as to limits as n increases.

In fact, SB, nAn and Tn. referring now to the function 0, and therefore,
by the above, differing from the same quantities referring to the function
\(j by additive terms whose limit is zero, we have, by (I) and (II) of § 2,

Sii = Sn—nAn+pHt (10)

(110)

where plt and qn have the unique limit zero.

6. From these equations we can deduce at once the following
theorem:

THEOREM.—// 0(u) = £-1
all Jo

- 2 # [ dt

be a summable function of u, having the property that the coefficients
of the derived series of its Fourier series converge to zero, then, if it is
known that either the Fourier series of f(x), or that of <f>{u) for u = 0,

* This is, in the first instance, only true for positive integral values of r. It is, however,
obvious that we may in a variety of ways so define the Ces&ro summation of fractional index
that the theorem is true always. Thus, if r = 2> + k, where p is the greatest integer in r, we
may suppose the r-th sum to be formed by first finding the jj-th sum iu the ordinary way, and
then operating on the partial hummationa-so obtained by any linear process of index k which
has the property of coinciding with Ccsui'o's process when k is made unity.
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converges in any Cesaro manner, it follows that both series converge in
the ordinary manner, and have the same sum.

It will evidently be sufficient to prove the theorem for the function
\g{u) instead of <p(u). We then have, by (I),

«» = S.i—nAn,

and therefore, tn and Tn and vn denoting any Cesaro partial summations
of the same order of the series whose partial summations are sn and S»
and nAn respectively, * — m

where vn has the unique limit zero, since nAn has. The latter of these
equations shews that, if either of the quantities tn and Tn has a unique
limit, the other has the same unique limit. But the equation (II), viz.,

tn = ZTn-S'n,

S'n denoting the Cesaro summation of index one lower than T.n, shews that
S',h has the same limit. Hence, by the above argument, s'n has the same
limit. Proceeding back step by step by means of the various equations
(II), we see that S,, has the same limit, and therefore, by (I), stl has the
same limit, which proves the theorem.

COR. 1.—If the coefficients nAn converge to some finite limit other
than zero, the above is still true, except that the two. Fourier series have
not then the same sum, the difference being Lt nAn*

COR. 2.—If the coefficients nAn converge to a finite unique limit, then
both the Fourier series of f and that of <p at the point u = 0 converge
for every value of x for which the integral of f has a finite differential
coefficient, and their sums differ by that unique limit.

In fact, at each such point x, the former series converges in the Cesaro
manner, t

COR. 8.—If f(x) is a finite and summable differential coefficient, the
necessary and sufficient condition that the Fourier series of f(x) should
converqe everywhere to f(x) is that Lt nAn = 0.

II—>Oi

COR. 4.—In order that the convergence of the Fourier series of f(x)

* A referee has kindly called my attention to an interesting theorem of Hardy's to the effect
that a scries 2n,, converges in the ordinary manner, if at all, provided nun is bounded. G. H.
Hardy, " On Slowly Oscillating Series," 1U09, Proc. Lundoii Math. Soc, Ser. 2, Vol. 8, p. 308.

' t H. Lebcsgue, " Sur les Integrates siugulieres," §35, p. 90 top.
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in any Cesaro manner and that of the Fourier series of (j>(u) at the point
u = 0 in the same manner should be the consequence one of the other, it
is clearly necessary and sufficient that the series whose partial summations
are the coefficients of the derived series of the Fourier series of <f>{u) should,
converge to zero when summed in the same manner.

7. That ?iAn has the unique limit zero if <f>(u) has bounded variation,
appears from the first theorem of § 2. Bearing in mind that the Fourier
series of a function of bounded variation is convergent, we obtain, by
de la Vall6e Poussin's theorem :—

THEOREM.—// 0(M) = ^- \ \f(x+2t)+f(x-2t)\
lU Jo

dt

he a function of u of bounded variation up to, and including, the point
u = 0, the Fourier series of f(x) converges to the value $(+0).

Note.—In this case we may, of course, write

~ [ \f(x + t)+f(x-t)\dt,

for <f>(u). It is not, however, convenient and, indeed, possible to do this
in general.

This theorem relates to the Fourier series of f(x). The analogous
theorem relating to the allied series of f(x) will be proved below. It will
be found to be:—

THEOREM.—!/ X{U) = — l - — [
it sin u jo

be a continuous function of u of bounded variation in an interval in-
cluding the point u = 0, the allied series of fix) converges (or diverges)
if that of xiu) converges (or diverges) at the 'point u = 0. Moreover,
the sums of the two allied series are the same.

8. In § 7 we have only used equation (I) of § 4. If we employ
equation (II) alone and its generalisations, we have at once the following
result:—

THEOREM.—If the Fourier series of <j>(u) converge in the ordinary
way at the point u =- 0, then the Fourier series of f(x) converges when
summed in the Cesaro way (index 1). More generally, if that of </>(u)
converges in the Cesaro way {index r), that of f(x) converges certainly
in the Cesaro way [index (r+1)]. Moreover, the sums are the same.
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If we then make use of de la Valle'e Poussin's theorem and remark
., , F(x + t) — Fix — t) . . . . , , , , ..
that ! is an even function, we get, by repeated apphca-

t
tions, the theorem :—

THEOREM.—The Fourier series of f(x) will converge at the point x
considered when summed in the Cesaro way (index p) if the p-\-l-fold
repeated integral

- . . I
JoJo Jo

f 1 } 2 v

o
has bounded variation in an interval containing u = 0. Moreover, it
will converge to the limit of this integral as u -*• 0.

In particular, in the case p = 1, we may replace the integral by

F(x+t)-F(x-t)_L f"
2a Jo t

dt.

If instead of using de la Valle'e Poussin's test we use the theorem of
§ 8, we see that

The Fourier series of f (x) will converge at the point x considered when
summed in the Cesaro way, index p, if the p-fold repeated integral

<pP{u) — i I .. . 1 \f(x +IU-L^2 ... tp) +f(x—iit112 ... tp)\ dt^dto, ...dtp
JoJo Jo

is a continuous function of u, or more generally, has the property that

[\<t>p(t)-<t>p(O)\dt
Jo

has at the point u = 0 a differential coefficient, which is zero. Moreover,
1 fu

it will converge to Lt — I <pp (u) du.
M = 0 U JQ

9. We can now deduce Lebesgue's theorem* that if at the point M = 0,
/•a

1 \f(x+u)-\-f(x—u)—2f(x)\du has a differential coefficient which is
Jo
zero, then the Fourier series of f(x) converges when summed in the Cesaro
way (index unity) to f(x).

* Lcbesguo's proof of this result is given on pp. 80, 81, 8!2, 83, 84, 89, 90 of his paper
entitled " Sur les Integrates singulieres," Fac. de T.,6e S., 1,1910; and in a slightly different
form in the Math. Ann., Bd. LXI, 1905, p. 274.
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1 f"
In fact in this case <f>(u) = •=- \ g(u)du,

Mtj0

where 1 \g(u)—g{O)\du has zero for differential coefficient at the origin.
Jo

Hence, by the first theorem of § 8, the Fourier series of <f>{u) converges at
the point u — 0. This proves the theorem.

We can also generalise another of Lebesgue's theorems, and prove the
following result:—

THEOREM.—At a point at which f(x) is the differential coefficient of
its integral, or more generally at a point at tohich the indefinite integral
off(x) has a finite differential coefficient, or finally at a point at which
\F(x-\-t)—F(x — t)\It has a unique limit as t approaches zero, the Fourier
series off(x) will converge when summed in any Cesaro manner, index
integral or fractional greater than unity* moreover its sum is

Lt {F(x+t)-F(x-t)\l2t.
(=0

This follows from (II())) coupled with Marcel Riesz' theorem that the
Fourier series of a continuous function converges to the function when
summed in any Cesaro way, whether the index be fractional or not.

10. The question naturally presents itself as to the necessity ̂ of the
sufficient conditions of § 6 and of § 8. We have this result:—

A necessary condition for the convergence of the Fourier series of f(x)
at the point x is either that the Fourier series of

amu)-
f(x+2t)dt =

should be such that the coefficients of its derived series converge towards a
finite limit, or that the Fourier series of g(u) should not at u = 0 be
summabU by a Cesaro method of any index.

For suppose the Fourier series of f(x) to converge,

and Un

Sun —<LUlk-'2Tn,

* Sec footnote, p. '26-1 In Lebesgufi-'a statement the Cesaro order, is 2.
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Adding up these equations to any finite number of terms, and bearing in
mind that the left-hand side of the equation so obtained has a definite
unique limit as n increases, it follows that the same is true of the new
right-hand side. Hence if some Cesaro method gives a convergence of
the Fourier series of g(u) at u = 0, nAn must have a unique limit.

In just the same way we shew that a necessary condition for the con-
vergence of the Fourier series, when summed in the Cesaro way, index
unity, is either that the Fourier series of g(u) should converge in the
ordinary way, or else it should not converge for any Cesaro integral index
of summation.

11. From the former theorem of § 9 we deduce the following con-
sequence :—

THEOREM.—The necessary and sufficient condition that the Fourier
series of fix) should converge at a point at ivhich

x + t)+f(x-l)-2f(x)\dt

has a differential coefficient which is zero, is that the coefficients of the
derived series of the Fourier series of <p(u) should converge to a unique
limit.

In fact <p{u) is a continuous function of u at the point u = 0 for such
a value of x. Hence Tn has a finite limit; also, as we have seen in § 9,
tn has a finite limit. But from equations (I) and (II) of § 3, we have

= 2Tn-nAH.

Hence sn and nAn have either of them a unique limit if the other has.

12. So far we have confined our attention to the Fourier series otf(x).
It will now be shewn briefly that similar results hold for the allied series
of the Fourier series of f{x) obtained by interchanging the coefficients of
the sine and cosine terms, and then changing the sign of the sine terms.

We have now to consider the function

y[r(lt) = i - (" \f(X + 2t)-f(x-2t) I- dt,
Mi Jo

or, more naturally, the function

h {it) = \F(x+2?/)+F(x—2u) — 2F(x) \ cosec u.
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We proceed as in § 4. Since

h (vr+u) = —h(u),

the coeflScients of the even terms of the Fourier series of this odd function
are all zero, and we write accordingly

1 f"
•where Bn,. i — B n = — 1 7t (w) | sin (2?i+1) w—sin (2w—1) ?t} <Zw

71" J-JT

2 f"
= — 1 /*•(«*) sin ?/ cos 2nndu

T? J - I T

2 I*""= — \F(x+2u)+F(x — 2n) — 2F(x)\ cos
T J-7T

= — 16n cos nx—a-n sin 7?;r •,

since F(T+2H)+F(T—2w) —2FCr)

= 2 2 • ff» sin nx—hr, cos ??3* [ (1—cos %m)fn.

Hence, summing r(JBr+1—J5r) for all values of ?• from 1 to n — \, and
M - l

denoting by sa the partial summation 2 (6,, cos??^—fl,,sinw), and by

Sn the partial summation S Br, we have
r= l

4sn=Sn-nBnt ail)

corresponding exactly to (I) of § 4. Hence the equation (II) of § 4 follows,
with the meaning of the present article.

Again,

\

so that, as in § 5, \fr(u) is equal to \h(u) plus an integral. Hence, the
letters referring now to the function \fs instead of h(u), we have the.
equa ion ^ _ ^__n

where pn has a unique finite limit which is, however, not zero, as it was in
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§ 4, since the allied series of the Fourier series of \Js{u)—^h(ii) converges
at u = 0, but not in general to zero; the sum is, in fact,

1 f*— I
TT JO

—%h{u)\ cot^u.du.

From (III) we deduce, as in § 6, the following theorem, and corollary :—

THEOREM.—// X(U) = ^ - 4 — [" {/(a;+-2*)—/(»—2flf dt
A sin u Jo

be a summable function of u, having the property that the coefficients of
the derived series of its Fourier series converge to zero, then, if it is known
that either the allied series of the Fourier series of f(u), or that of x fa)>
for u = 0, converges in any Cesaro manner^ it follows that both series
converge in the ordinary manner, and have the same sum.

COR.—If the coefficients nBn converge to some finite limit other than
zero, the above is still true, except that the two allied series have not the
same sum, the difference being Lt nBn.

n—>-x>

If, instead of using the equation (III), we use the equation (IIIi/r), we
have a theorem more closely analogous to the theorem of § 6, but having
the disadvantage, as compared with that just stated, that the sums of the
two series compared are no longer the same.

18. From equation (III) we also obtain, in a manner precisely similar
to that which we have already employed in proving do la Yallee Poussin's
theorem, the corresponding theorem for the allied series, already stated in
§ 7. We also obtain without difficulty results for the allied series
analogous to those obtained in §§ 8 et seq. for the Fourier series. In
particular we have the following theorem, precisely analogous to that of
Lebesgue, stated and proved at the beginning of § 9, viz.,

THEOREM.—If at the point u — 0, \ \f{x-\-u)—f(x—u)\du has a
Jo

differential coefficient which is zero, then the allied series of the Fourier
series of f{x)* tohen summed in the Cesaro way, index unity, converges to

Lt [
e=0 Jr.

du,

provided only this limit exists.
Write g(u) for \f(x-\-2u)—fix — Zu)\. Then evidently g(u) is a func-

* f(x) must be supposed made periodic in the usual way,
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tion which satisfies the conditions of the second of the theorems of § 8.
Hence we know that the allied series of the Fourier series of yjs(u) con-
verges at w = 0 to ,„.

Lt— I \js(u) cot %udu.
e=0 T J«

Using the result deduced -from (III>/r), it follows that the allied series of
the Fourier series of \h(u), and accordingly that oif(x), converges to

1 f"Lt — I
«=o T Je

) cot \u du,

provided this limit exists. Writing for h(u) its value, and substituting for
sin u the expression 2 sin %u cos \u, this last expression becomes

h\t\'cosec2 \u ! F(x+2n)+F(;x—2u)—2F(x) \ du,

which, by a simple trigonometrical transformation, and a subsequent
change of the independent variable from 2u to u, assumes the form

Lt [ u~2 {F(x+u)-\-F{x-u)-2F(x)\ du.
e=0 Je

Remarking finally that

{F(x+u)+F{x—n) — 1F{x)} /?/

has the unique limit zero as u approaches zero, since the existence of a

zero differential coefficient at u~= 0 of I g{u) du follows from the existence
Jo'

f"of a zero differential coefficient at ?/. — 0 of 1 \g(u) \du, and making use
Jo

of the method of integration by parts, we at once obtain the required
result.*

* [Note added September 23rd, 1911.—In the paper as originally presented the theorem
just proved was not explicitly stated. For the sake of brevity it was merely pointed out that,
in consequence of the parallelism of the theorems proved in §§ 2 and 8 for odd and even func-
tions respectively, results for the allied series existed which corresponded precisely to those
for Fourier series, and this fact was regarded as sufficiently illustrated by the theorem proved
in § 12 and that stated in § 7. The subject appears, however, to gain considerably in interest
by the explicit formulation of the theorem of the present article. I should like also to call
the attention of my readers to the results of a paper presented in the interim to the konigliche
baierische Akademie der Wissenschaften. In this paper, which has already been published, I
shew inter alias that, if \p (u), in § 12 supra, has bounded variation, then the allied series of the
Fourier series of f(z) converges to the same sum as that obtained in the present article, pro-
vided only the limit representing the sum exists.]


